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Max Au/et 
The campus as seen from above in 
1973. The Gill Rob Wilson Flight 
Center (left), Academic Complex 
(lower right) , and Doolittle Hall 
(upper middle) were the only buil-
dings at that particular time. 
Parking extended to a much dif-
ferent flight line and existed 
where the Jack R. Hunt Library 
and Wright Flyer stand today. 
Chief Pilot Paul McDuffee (right) 
poses next to a Crusader 2 along 
with John Paul Riddl e . Paul 
McDuffee now serves as Vice-
President of Aviation Training 
and Industry Relations. 
Phoenix Archive - 197 3 
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E.R.A.U. 
Past & Present 
In 1925, J. Paul Riddle: military pilot, 
"barnstormer," a visionary believed that av-
iation needed to be learned in a safe and 
systematic way, so he teamed up with T. 
Higbee Embry, who loved aviation and had 
some initial capital to begin a grand adven-
ture in the world of aviation education in 
1926 in Cincinnati, Ohio. 
J. Paul Riddle's dream of learning to fly 
safely was the premise of the school he 
cofounded, and was exe1nplified dramati-
cally in World War II in South Florida. The 
Embry-Riddle School of Aviation, at the 
Carlstrom Field training area, maintained 
three years of non-fatal flight time, while 
training thousands of pilots for the war ef-
fort. 
During the 50's E.R.A.U. President Isabel 
MacKay led the school into the world of 
civilian aeronautical training, to include air-
fra1ne and powerplant training, two-year en-
gineering degrees, and the flight depart-
ment. In the early 60's President Jack Hunt 
realized the necessity for more space, and 
E.R.A.U. not only grew and flourished un-
der his leadership, but additionally was 
moved from Miami to our current location 
in Daytona Beach. 
We have grown dramatically in Daytona 
since 1965 with a continued but constantly 
adjusted vision of the future. Academic pro-
grams which range from Airway Science to a 
Masters degree in Software Engineering 
helps to bring knowledge diversity in a tech-
nical field that continually changes. We are 
a complex whole - technology reaching to 
help students learn about working in the 
future of aviation/aerospace. 
En1bry-Riddle is not just a place but an 
institution built on the important vision of 
those before us. Embry-Riddle has survived 
and thrived by envisioning the future on 
wings of change and learning to adapt as we 
enter this new century. 
- Jean Snyder 
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T he Cessna C-172 was the ma in tra in ing air-
craft for E. R.A. U . in the I 970's and early 80's. 
W ith the recent Cessna partnership. the nevY C-
l 72 will o nce agai n beco m e t he main train ing 
a ircraft for E.R .A.U . 
~~ 'Ii~ ·~ 
Partnering with FlightSafety has bene-
fited E.R.A. U with the introduction of 
the full motion Boeing 737 simulator. 
Students can not only learn the opera-
tion of large commercial aircraft but 
also get the chance to interact with 
professional pilots training on the 
same equipment. 
Utilizing the new Pentium IBM ma-
chines acquired through Information 
Technology, Marc Janisch searches for 
information about E.R.A.U. The new 
machines are used by students in all 
majors to complete assignments and 
communicate ideas. 
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New Alliances 
We have new alliances with big names in 
the industry which will push us into the 
competitive twenty-first century. The allian-
ces are mutually beneficial as these industri-
al giants service the Embry-Riddle family. 
In 1995, E.R.A.U. entered into a partner-
ship with FlightSafety International to de-
velop and create an advanced flight simula-
tion center. This center was completed in 
1997 and houses two full motion simula-
tors. The simulators are rated at the highest 
level (level D) and properly simulate a Boe-
ing 737-300 and a Beech l 900D. This al-
lows Aeronautical Science students to re-
duce their training time and prepare then1 
for the industry. 
IBM has joined forces with E.R.A.U. in 
an agreement which is aimed at helping to 
support the university's implementation of 
new and emerging technologies, including 
learning through web education. The uni-
versity will purchase $2.5 million in com-
puter equipment from IBM to keep us on 
the leading edge. 
When the Cessna aircraft company went 
back into production with the C-1 72R, 
E.R.A. U. decided to form an agreement 
which will offer our students the chance to 
fly the modern C-l 72R as part of their train-
ing. The C-1 72R will eventually replace the 
university's current fleet of aircraft. 
Our first direct hire bridge program has 
been established with Atlantic Coast Air-
lines. The agreement establishes criteria, 
specific requirements, minimum flight ex-
perience requirements and preferred hiring 
status for graduates. This will enable select 
Aeronautical Science students to get hired 
as a first officer in the Jet stream 41 imn1edi-
ately after graduation. 
The University is leading the way into the 
future of aeronautics. By partnering with 
other con1panies, we shall soar towards the 
new millenium. 
- Christian Sarna 
Mox Auler 
The newly acquired Cessna l 72R will help 
replace E. R.A. U. 's aging fleet of Cessna l 50s. 
Aerospat iale Tampicos. Mooney M20Js and 
Piper Cadets. 
Max Au/et 
Rob Papandrea and another residential ad-
visor man the help desk which handles 
resident questions and problems. 
Max Au/et 
Located on the first floor, the cafeteria has 
added a convenience to students looking 
for a bite to eat without traveling far. 
Max Au/et 
Joseph Na po li , R icha rd Ma rtin , a nd 
Josh Hetzel take some t i me o ut of their 
busy schedule to watch T .V. in the Stu-
dent Vi ll age 's recreat ional room. 
The Student Village 
The biggest part of Dr. Sliwa's building 
plan was the Student Village it went into the 
planning stages just over 2 years ago. With 
the addition of the Student Village's 1900 
students, Mckay's 414 students, and Doo-
little's 350 students; Dr. Sliwa's residential 
campus has come into being with increasing 
the percentage of students on campus from 
19% to 40%. 
The Student Village is a proud accom-
plishment for the housing department, just 
ask department head Sonja Taylor. The 
dream that is the Student Village came into 
reality when E.R.A.U. sold $5 1 million dol-
lars in Educational Facilities Revenue 
Bonds. The proceeds not only funded the 
construction of the Student Village but also 
allowed for an additional residence hall for 
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the Prescott campus. 
The Village was created with many 
amenities that you can't get living off cam-
pus. Like the other dorms on campus, the 
Village has data links in the rooms for each 
student. The Village also has tutoring labs, 
campus classes and a Living Learning Pro-
gram. Instead of a boring cafeteria like you 
would see on any other campus, the Village 
allows you to choose what you want to eat 
with the inclusion of some of the halls 
allowing you to cook for yourself. Other 
perks of dorm life are residential advisor 
activities, free cable, inexpensive laundry 
faci lities, a gan1e room and an exercise 
room. Best of all is a housing staff that is 
always there to lend a helping hand. 
- Lee Homan 
Mox Au/et 
The Student Village as seen from Richard 
Petty Drive. The Student Vi llage has a num-
ber of rooms that allow students to leisurely 
watch aircraft landing on runway 07L. 
Doolittle Hall has had minor refur-
bishments that include a newly fur-
nished front entrance and entrance 
locks that operate off a student's Eagle 
Card. 
What once was a parking lot has now 
been changed into a landscape walk-
way for student recreation. A barbecue 
pit and volleyball sand court has been 
added for student enjoyment. 
Max Aulet 
Old Dorms Refurbished 
When Dr. Sliwa arrived in 1991 one of 
the many goals he had was to make the 
campus more residential. At that time the 
campus housed less than 20% of the student 
body, Dr. Sliwa wanted to change that. He 
believed that everyone should get a well-
rounded college experience and part of that 
was living on campus. That way you get to 
know the campus and your fellow students, 
Sliwa's goal was to take the 20% figure and 
triple it in during his time at Embry. 
The first thing they started with was an all 
encompassing Building Plan. One part of 
that plan was to upgrade "The Rock". "The 
Rock", known as Doolittle Hall, is the old-
est living permanent structure on campus. 
In the summer of 1996 upgrading of Doo-
little's exterior began. This included adding 
on new brick and more insulation. Rather 
than shut down Doolittle altogether, the 
university waited until the summer of 1997 
to complete Doolittle's face-lift. In 1997, 
they worked on the inside which included 
an all new heat, air conditioning and plumb-
ing facilities. They also installed a new el-
evator to meet ADA codes. But they didn't 
forget about the little things, housing added 
in data lines, painted walls and put down 
new carpet to welcome the approximately 
350 incoming freshman that occupy Doo-
little. McKay, the other underclassmen 
dorm, also got some work and a newly land-
scaped walk area where a parking lot used to 
reside. 
In addition to refurbishing old dorms, the 
Embry-Riddle Resident Student Associa-
tion (E.R.R.S.A.) was established in 1996 as 
a governing body for the enhancement of 
student living on campus. The E.R.R.S.A. is 
designed to represent student's views, give 
input to housing decisions, and provide so-
cial activities for those on campus. 
By renewing old facilities, E.R.A. U . is 
making small changes that invests in the 
future of those who come after us. 
- Lee Homan 
Ma" Au/et 
T he back of Doolittle Hall has been refur-
b ished as well as the walk to the Student 
Center. A d ra inage ditch has been remoYed 
to create a mo re pleasing view. 
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A flight student and instructor go 
through the procedures necessary 
to properly operate the Beech 
19000. The Beech l 9000 can 
simulate numerous types of emer-
gencies for the student to learn 
from. 
This advanced flight simulator is 
used to teach and prepare pilots 
how to fly commuter a ircraft like 
the Beech 19000. 
Chris Sarna 
Simulator Bay 
What better way for our students to learn 
then through real world scenarios. To this 
end the university employed two former 
flight crew members of the Beech 1900. 
Alumni Rob Marshall formerly a first offic-
er and former Captain Gary Diamond. 
With the thousands of hours of experience 
brought to the program, students are getting 
a big leap forward concerning their careers. 
It was on November 11, 1997 that the 
FAA approved E.R.A.U.'s first B737-300 
level "D" making possible advanced flight 
training for students as well as visiting air-
line professionals. Built out in Tulsa, Okla-
homa, by FlightSafety International, the 
Boeing 737-300 and Beech l 900D simula-
tor are housed in the Advanced Flight Simu-
lation Center. The Simulation Center has 
become the focus for professional flight 
training inside as well as outside the univer-
sity. By allowing training to outside profes-
sionals, ERAU has created a system where-
by students can interact and "network" with 
their professional peers. 
The Simulation Center is also being util-
ized for internship as well as graduate re-
search opportunities through the FlightSafe-
ty Training Systems Division located at the 
Center. The FlightSafety Training Systems 
Division is in charge of producing advanced 
simulation systems for use by com1nercial 
and military organizations throughout the 
entire world. 
The partnership between E.R.A.U. and 
FlightSafety International has allowed for 
unique opportunities to develop for both 
parties. E.R.A. U. has gained the ability to 
access level "D" simulators for training as 
well as research into such areas as cockpit 
resource management. FlightSafety in re-
turn gains housing for its advanced simula-
tors as well as prominent recognition in the 
aviation market. E.R.A.U. and FlightSafety 
International has brought about a change 
that will be felt for many years to come. 
- Matthew Bielanski 
Max Au/et 
The Advanced Flight Simulation Cen-
ter is always visible to flight students 
who are passing by on their way to the 
Flight Line. 
Karen Magnussen 
E .R .A. U. mechanic , Karen Mag-
nussen, performs a visual inspection of 
the flywheel connected between the 
propeller and the engine. In-house me-
chanics allow for quick turn-around on 
aircraft repairs. 
Two mechanics are adding new tire 
treads to Cessna 1 72R wheel hubs. 
The basic day-to-day operations keeps 
the Fleet Maintenance Center busy. 
Chris Sarna 
Repair Hanger 
The Flight Department returned to its 
roots this year with the re-establishment of 
in-house aircraft maintenance. The 
E.R.A.U. Fleet Maintenance Center opened 
its hanger doors in June 1 9 9 7. 
Responsible for all line maintenance, pro-
gressive and 100-hour inspections, the Fleet 
Maintenance Center (FMC) employs 30 
full-time airframe and powerplant (A&P) 
mechanics, many of whom also posses their 
Inspection Authorization (IA). In addition 
to the hanger floor, the Fleet Maintenance 
Center includes a inventory room that hous-
es parts totalling up to $500,000. 
One of the most valuable resources the 
Fleet Maintenance Center utilizes are its 
student employees. Jack Haun, the General 
Manager of the FMC, instituted an appren-
tice program for E.R.A.U. students who al-
ready earned their A&P licenses from the 
school and who are pursuing a degree. These 
students work along side of the FMC's me-
chanics and gain practical knowledge of 
light aircraft maintenance, a valuable asset 
upon their graduation. 
The FMC's goals of reducing maintenan-
ce costs and increasing the availability of 
aircraft was met right after the facility 
opened. The FMC has implemented recy-
cling, warranty, and economical component 
overhaul programs to help keep costs low. 
One of the biggest concerns in aviation 
today is safety. The Fleet Maintenance 
Center makes extra efforts to make sure the 
fleet, as well as its employees, are in com-
pliance with FAA, EPA, and OSHA reg-
ulations. Each employee receives several 
training classes each semester on topics 
from Seminole maintenance to chemical 
safety. 
To keep up with the expansion of the 
E.R.A.U. fleet by the addition of new Cess-
na 172Rs, the FMC plans on adding a third 
shift to its schedule. This will ensure the 
availability of aircraft for E.R.A.U. flight 
students as well as keeping up the high qual-
ity level in the Fleet Maintenance Center's 
product. 
- Karen Magnussen 
Max Au/et 
T he Fleet Maintenance Hanger is home of 
E. R.A . U .'s repair and overhaul center. Me-
chanics perform a variety of maintenance 
tasks to keep the fleet operational. 
John Safer's statue, "Beyond" , is 
a symbol of far reaching goals and 
accomplishments that embody fu-
ture success at E.R.A.U. 
" Reaching High" is a stainless 
steel structure representing the 
spirit of E.R.A. U. and the stu-
dents who attend. Donated by 
Mrs. Lehman, the statue reaches 
towards the medium that many at 
E.R.A.U. achieve to master. 
Max Au/et 
Max Auler 
Future of ERAU 
What will we see in the future as we enter 
the new millenium? Let's imagine the possi-
bilities! Some are reality now, others are 
possibilities for future realities .. . 
Everyone at E.R.A. U. will get an Eagle 
Card and a no-cash policy may be the way 
students handle business and fun on cam-
pus. Everyone on campus will be linked 
electronically. A student or a prospective 
student can step up to one of the many 
kiosks on campus and electronically find 
out what's going on around campus or what 
degree options they have. You can register 
on you computer for the next semester. No 
lines. 
Financial aid professionals can talk to you 
in virtual space; on-line; about your imme-
diate problems - 24-hours a day! The Uni-
versity, has received a major influx of bene-
factor cash so many scholarship and grant 
options are available. 
with a fixed number of 4800 students on 
campus, and the SAT scores reflecting a 
highly charged academically oriented stu-
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dent body; research, group projects and pro-
grams are conducted on campus for indus-
try partners, providing cash and credit to 
students involved in this hands-on work, 
assisted by faculty support. 
Throughout the year, E.R.A.U. will be a 
dynamic, energized environment. With 
hundreds of different programs being con-
ducted throughout the year - housing will 
never be empty, and with the new money, 
"specialty housing" will be developed in 
pockets of land adjacent and near the cam-
pus for married couples, organizations, and 
educational groupings. 
We are now in the N.C.A.A. in all sports 
and perhaps our Women's Basketball will 
win a regional conference title. We could 
have 400 student organizations and a new 
Stud e nt Center with night-time 
"CoffeeClub" . 
When? Perhaps in the near future, or dis-
tant future! Time inoves quickly on the 
wings of change. 
- Jean Snyder 
Mox Aulet 
T he Lehman Building is ho m e to a number 
o f technology majors designed to support 
aviat io n . T hese majors not o nly support 
a Yia tio n but a lso push it towards an im-
prcl\ ed future . 

Mox Auler 
Seniors 
The status of senior is the 
milestone that we striwe for in our 
college careers. It is the final mile 
that we must walk before we can 
receive the diploma that grants us 
entry into the working world. The 
strength to walk that mile may 
come from family, friends, 
colleagues, or from within. No 
matter what the differences are, 
the fact that we are seniors binds 
us together. We have risen above 
the rest because we have faced 
the challenges that have come 
before us. The times we have 
spent together will not be 
forgotten as we approach a new 
journey. It is this final mile where 
we will put on a new pair of wings 
for the greatest change of all, the 
real world . 
- Matthew Bielanski 
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Matthew Gosselin 
Av. Business Admin. 
S.A.M. 
A.A.A.E. 
Stud ent Ambassador 
Mass port Inte rnship 
Angela Graham 
Av. Business Admin. 
Dean's List 
Phi Beta Lambda 
A.A.A.E. 
S.A.M. 
Peer Mentor 
Charles Green 
Aeronautical Science 
S l{ancock teveautical Science Aeron 
0 Team . 
- d nt Alum111 Assoc. 
Stu eh Motivator Yout 
Robert Hedden 
Aeronautical Science 
Dean 's List 
Joshua Griswold 
Aerosp. Engineering 
S.A.E. 
Sigma Gamma T a u -
Pres. 
United Space Co-op 
Dean's List 
Rebecca Hare 
Engineering Physics 
S.F.B. 
Omicron Delta Kappa 
A.I.A.A. 
S.S.A. 
Bryan Hermann 
Aerosp. Studies 
Lambda Chi Alpha 
Gamers Guild 
Erica Hoa~land 
Aerosp. Studies 
S.G.A. Rep. 
Crew Club 
A.B.M.C. 
Phoenix Yearbook 
Skydiving Club 
99's Club 
National Dean's List 
N.T.S.B. Co-op 
US Air Internship 
Who' Who 
Keith Huber 
Aerosp. Engineering 
S.G.A. - Rep. 
Dean's List 
Peer Mentor 
Waterski Team 
Billy Isiaras 
Aerosp. Engineering 
James Hickman 
Aeronautical Science 
John Horton Jr. 
Aeronautical Science 
S.A.E. 
IFC - Pres 
0-Team 
Peer Mentor 
J ehangir Irani 
Aeronautical Science 
AFR OTC 
Ralph Jagielka 
Aerosp. Engineering 
Sigma Gama Tau 
A. I.A.A. 
Presidential Scholar 
S.A.E. 
Ansel James 
AIC Engineering Tech. 
S.A.E. 
CSA 
Aikido Club 
Tau Alpha Pi 
Peter Jean 
Av. Business Admin. 
S.R.B. 
S.A.M. 
AA.A.E. H~1man Factors Society 
CSA 
b ,0 Johnston Ro n) autical Science Aero . _ 
Ninety-Nines - Pies. 
·ddle Players RI l" Delta Interns 11 p 
Honor Roll 
Moon-Suk Jung 
Aeronautica l Science 
soccer ( lub . 
Korean A i r Scholar hip 
Derek Johnson 
Av. Maintenance Tech. 
Jaeyun Jung 
Aeronautical Science 
Korean Student Assoc. 
Dean's List 
Hishan Kamal 
A/C Engineering Tech. 
Maria Karra 
Engineering Physics 
Dean's List 
M.A.A. 
Elizabeth Kemon 
Av. Business Admin. 
Alpha Phi Omega - Pres. 
Senior Class Council 
Resident Advisor 
Student Ambassador 
Dean's List 
Patrick Kokorian 
Aerosp. Engineering 
Fencing Club 
Anime Club 
Sigma Tau Delta 
A. I.A.A. 
S.A.E. 
S.C.J . 
Water Polo Club 
Av ion 
Gregory Kappan 
Aeronautical Science 
Robert Kelly 
Av. Computer Science 
J . Vincent Klein 
Aerosp. Engineering 
S.F.B. 
Resident Director 
Alpha Phi Omega 
E.R.F.S.E.D.S. 
Dean 's List 
David Kolodziej 
Aeronautical Science 
Barri Krause 
Av. Maintenance Tech. 
Patrick Laffey 
Av. Business Ad min. 
S.A.E. 
Omicron D elta Kappa 
Phi Beta Lambda 
Dean's List 
Delta Mu Delta 
AT A Internship 
Marc Lanscher 
Av. Maintenance Tech. 
Avionics Society 
Dean's List 
Avionics Honor Society 
Maria Lulich 
Av. Computer Science 
Upsilon Pi Epsilon-Pres. 
A.C.M. 
Woman's Soccer Club 
Pep Band 
Dean's List 
Naval Av . C lub 
l. £.E.E. 
Programming Team 
Patrick Laing 
Aeronautical Science 
Dean's List 
Juan Lewis 
Av. Business Admin. 
A.A.A.E. - V.P . 
Bowling League - Pres. 
E.S.A.C.-Comm. Officer 
Jason Maceyunas 
Aeronautical Science 
Dean's List 
Honor Roll 
F.P .P.A. 
Rugby Club - Pres. 
Skydiving Club - Treas. 
Tarek Mahmoud 
A/C Engineering Tech. 
Perry Marcin 
Aeronautical Science 
Merlin Express 
Honor Roll 
Senior Class Council 
Rhonda McCloud 
Management Tech. Ops. 
Mohamed Mahmoud 
AIC Engineering Tech. 
Dean's List 
Tech. Honor Society 
Thomas Malek Jr. 
Aeronautical Science 
Skydiving Club 
Daryn McBride 
Aeronautical Science 
A.S.S.A.B. 
Steve Mendrzychowski 
Aerosp. Engineering 
Dean's List 
Avion 
Sigma Tau Delta 
W.E.R.U. 
Frank Mends 
Aeronautical Science 
Honor Roll 
Dean's List 
African Av. Assoc. 
Brian Messer 
Aeronautical Science 
Dean's List 
S.A.A. - Sec. 
Volunteer Network 
Youth Motivator 
SCUBA Club 
Greg Miller 
Aerosp. Engineering 
S.A.E. 
Kite Club 
E.R.F.S.E.D.S. 
Aerosp. Society 
Kari Monaghan 
Av. Maintenance Tech. 
Stephen Meyer Jr. 
Aeronautical Science 
Dean's List 
Rotaract - V.P. 
Colleen Mitchard 
Aeronautical Science 
Student Court 
Flight Instructor 
F.P.P.A. 
John Monk 
Professional Aeronautics 
Delta Chi 
Omega Honor Society 
Continental Intern 
Crew 
0-Team 
Dean's List 
Honor Roll 
Nuno Nascimento 
Avionics Engineer Tech. 
Aixavelysse Negron 
Aerosp. Engineering 
A.I.A.A. 
M.A.A. 
Latinos Unidos 
A.T.A Co-op 
Andrew Nizborski 
Aerosp. Engineering 
Anime Club 
Gamer's Guild 
Scott Morse 
Professional Aeronautics 
Lambda Chi Alpha 
Joseph Nazareth 
Av. Maintenance Tech. 
S.G.A. - V.P. 
S.R.B. - Sec. 
S.G.A. of the Year 
Who's Who 
Omicron Delta Kappa 
Avionics Honor Society 
Dean's List 
Student Ambassador 
Christian Fellowship 
Cricket Club 
S.C.A.T. 
Marco Nivellini 
Aeronautical Science 
Who's Who 
Moxley Scholarship 
National Dean's List 
Omicron Delta Kappa 
F.P.P.A. - Sec. 
TWA Internship 
Rotaract Club 
Youth Motivator 
Volunteer Network 
Soccer Club 
Riddle Players 
Chris Norton 
Aeronautical Science 
Dean's List 
Honor Roll 
F.P.P.A. 
Continental Intern 
S.G.A. - Rep. 
Onassis Nyariri 
Aeronauitcal Science 
A.S.A. 
Dean's List 
Henry-John Oca 
Aerosp. Engineering 
Honor Roll 
Anime Club - Pres. 
Avion - Copy Editor 
S.A.E. 
Alaa Osman 
AIC Engineering Tech. 
Soccer Team 
Marta Pacheco 
Av. Business Admin. 
McAllen-Mill er Intern 
Latinos Unidos 
Math Tutor 
S.C.A.T. 
Evaristo Orengo 
Av. Maintenance Tech. 
F.P.P.A. 
Surf Club 
Rose Pabst 
Av. Business Adm in. 
Chan Pak 
Aeronautical Science 
Dean's List 
K.S.A. - Pres. 
Chan Park 
Aeronautical Science 
K.S.A. 
Dean's List 
Honor Roll 
Intramural Sports 
Eunsuh Park 
Aeronautical Science 
Tae Kwon Do Club 
K.S.A. 
John Patterson J r. 
Professional Aeronautics 
A.F.R.O.T.C. 
Steven Palicka 
Engineer Physics 
Newman Club 
Resident Advisor 
Eun Seon Park 
Avionics Engineer Tech. 
Tau Alpha Pi 
Vijay Patel 
Avionics E ngineer Tech. 
Omicron Delta Kappa 
Tau Alpha P i 
U.S. Air Internship 
S.A.B. - A.E.T. 
Dean's List 
Nelson Penagos 
Av. Business Admin. 
-Monica Pertuz 
Aerosp. Engineer 
A.I.A.A. 
Wayne Piggot 
Aerosp. Engmeering 
Sigma Gamma Tau 
C.S.A. 
M.A.A. 
Dean's List 
Danielle Pinneri 
Aeronautical Science 
Ninety Nine's 
S.A.A. 
Dean's List 
David Quinones 
Aerosp. Studies 
National Dean's List 
A.F.R.0.T.C. 
Russian Aerosp. 
Cosmonaut Training 
Planetary Society 
A.I.A.A. 
Allen Pindel 
Aeronautical Science 
Varsity Soccer 
Charley Pruitt 
Aeronautical Science 
Alpha Phi Omega 
Dean's List 
Honor Roll 
Flag Football 
Shadrack Rakgati 
Aeronautical Science 
A.S.A. 
Shawn Rhode 
Av. Tech. 
Olivia Roca 
Aerosp. Engineering 
S.W.E. 
Latinos Un idos-Treas. 
A.I.A.A. 
Intramural Sports 
M.A.A. - Pres. 
Rafal Rogalski 
Aeronautial Science 
FH G rindz - Pres. 
Khaled Ramada n 
Avionics Engineer Tech. 
Noelle Robinson 
Av. Business Admin. 
Arturo Rodriguez 
Av. M aint. Management 
S.C.A .T . - Pres. 
R esident Adv isor 
Rayfael Roma n 
Engineering P hysics 
Aerosp. Socie ty-Pres. 
Honor Rol l 
Physics St ude nts 
Ast ronomy C lub 
Omicron Delta Kappa 
Ryan Roth 
Engineering Physics 
Dean's List 
Omicron Delta Kappa 
N.R.A.0. Assistant 
A.I.A.A. Competition 
Joey Sadeski 
Aerosp. Engineering 
Randall Sarver 
Av. Computer Science 
Christine Scolaro 
Professional Aeronautics 
A.F.R.0.T.C. 
Wing Commander 
Veterans Club 
Leadership Award 
Dean's List 
A.F. Schola rship 
I.S.A.S. I. 
Pablo Sanz 
Aerosp. Engineering 
Brett Schmuki 
Av. Computer Science 
A.C.M. 
Upsilon Pi Epsilon 
Jennifer Scott 
Aerosp. Engineering 
Resident Advisor 
Aerosp. Society 
Dean's List 
C rew Squad 
Erik Shiffer 
Av. Technology 
Scott Sivakoff 
Av. Computer Science 
W.E.R.U. - Director 
Erik Smith 
Aeronautical Science 
Cheerleading- Capt. 
TWA Internship 
Dean's List 
Honor Roll 
Richard Scraggs 
Aeronautical Science 
S.G.A. 
Eagles Flight Team 
Eagle Ambassador 
Dean's List 
Honor Roll 
Kelly Shirey 
Av. Computer Science 
Dean's List 
Honor Roll 
A.C.M. 
Upsilon Pi Epsilon 
Mark Skelly 
Aeronautical Science 
Matthew Smoko 
Aeronautical Science 
Rotaract Club 
Honor Roll 
I.S.A.S. I. 
Young Eagles Program 
Moxley Schola rsh ip 
Dean's List 
Andrew Snedeker 
Aeronautical Science 
Jerri Sprauve 
Av. Business Admin. 
Jeffrey Sturges 
Av. Technology 
Jonathan Taylor 
Av. Maintenance Tech. 
Model Airplane Club 
S.C.A.T. 
Roland Stafford III 
Aerosp. Engineering 
Dean's List 
Who's Who 
Sigma Gamma Tau 
Senior Class Council 
Ibrahim Tawakol 
Av. Computer Science 
I.E.E.E. 
Clay Thomas Jr. 
Aerosp. Engineering 
Veterans Club-Pres. 
S.A.E. 
A.I.A.A. 
Senior Class Counci l 
Peer Mentor 
Darren Tilman 
Av. Technology 
Dean's List 
S.C.A.T. - Pres. 
Omicron Delta Kappa 
TWA Intership 
Continental Intern 
A.S.S.A.B. 
F.P.P.A. 
Brian Tompkins 
Civil Engineering 
Omicron Delta Kappa 
Florida Engi neer Soc. 
A.A.A.E. 
Dean's List 
Jeff Uter 
Aeronautical Science 
Katrina Thompson 
Aerosp. Science 
Robert Tobisch 
Av. Maintenance Tech. 
S.C.A.T. 
Dean's List 
P.P.L. 
Aldo Torres 
MAS Ops. 
Dennis Van Landuyt 
AIC Engineering Tech. 
Ferran Verdu 
Av. Maintenance Tech. 
CE Avionics 
Irving Villalon 
Aeronautical Science 
Volleyball Club 
Veterans Assoc. 
Dean's List 
Latinos U nidos 
Girmayn W~shington 
Aerosp. Studies 
H onor R oll 
Dean 's List 
Spirit Club 
G-Force - Pres. 
Brian Wend el 
Av. Maintenance Tech. 
Alpha Eta Rho 
I. F .C. Rep. 
Brian Walling 
Aerosp. Engineering 
Baseball Team 
Brian Wendel 
Av. Maintenance Tech. 
Alpha Eta Rho 
I.F.C. Rep. 
Eric Werhan 
Av. Technology 
Anime Club 
Aerosp. Society-Sec. 
S.A.A. 
Dean's List 
E.R.R.S.A. 
John Wilde 
Aeronautica l Science 
Honor Roll 
Dean's List 
Intramural Sports 
Justin Williams 
Aerosp. Engineering 
Seong-11 Yang 
Aeronautical Science 
K.S.A. 
Dean's List 
Isaac White 
Aeronautical Science 
Lamda Chi Alpha 
Carl Wilke 
Av. Computer Science 
Dean's List 
C.A.A.R. Assistantship 
Jeffrey Wolff 
Av. Computer Science 
A.C.M. 
M.A.A. 
A.I.A.A. 
S.A.E. 
A.M.A. 
Student Court Scho lar 
Dean's List 
Honor Roll 
Sukyoon Yeo 
Aeronautical Science 
K.S.A. 
Soo Youl Yoon 
Aeronautical Science 
Yi Jun Zhen 
AIC Engineering Tech. 
Jamie Young 
Aeronautical Science 
Sharon Zokaim 
Aeronautical Engineer 
!I 

Undergraduates 
Being the lifeblood of the 
campus, the undergraduates are 
the force that move through the 
campus giving it life. The 
undergraduates come from all 
walks of life whether it be across 
the ocean or next door. It is 
Embry-Riddle that brings us 
, together to strive and succeed. 
' Working together we can bring 
about innovation and change to 
create a better world. Stumbling 
through the darkness of our 
1 college career, we move along 
toward the far away light of 
graduation. It is our comradery 
that helps us to keep our focus 
and dedication toward that light. 
Only together do we become a 
driving pulse of change at 
E.R.A.U. 
- Matthew Bielanski 
M ox Au/er 
Adam Abernathy 
Ekow Acquah 
Jeffrey Adams 
Victor J. Aguilar 
Traver Albert 
Michael Allen 
Craig Anderson 
Edward Aponte 
Dave Atkins 
Maximilian Aulet 
Mark Bailey 
Ron Baker 
Andrew Barnum 
Chris Bartos 
I \ - -
' 
. -
-
David Battista 
Brad Bauknecht 
Brian Beauchamp 
Brian Beecher 
Carlos A. Bellagamba 
Brent Berkel 
Matthew Bielanski 
Rebecca R. Billmeier 
Benjamin J. Bishop 
John Blackman 
John F. Borduin 
Josh Borgert 
Chad R. Bortell 
Curtis Boulware 
Greg Bowles 
Brian Boyd 
Matthew S. Brinker 
Travis Brock 
Jeremy Brosious 
Chrisopher Brown 
Joshua Brown 
John Buckley 
Danh N. Bui 
Dave Bujak 
Eric Bundy 
Meredith Burchette 
Bill Burroughs 
Nick Burrows 
.., _...,.,..ral'llta -
Kevin Butler 
Shaun Butts 
Dave Cadwell 
James Call 
Sean Camp 
Laura Campbell 
Rishona Campbell 
Brandon Cangiano 
Scott Card 
C.J. Carlock 
Scott Carnes 
Jam es Carpenter 
Nadean Carson 
Joao Carvalho-Silva 
Sam Castillo 
Jonathan Cazalas 
Cezar Chirila 
Jeff Chorman 
Rich Christiano 
Steve Christiansen 
Marietta Church 
Clay D. Clary 
Karie Clearwater 
Paul Clever 
Joshua Cole 
Felix Colon 
Shannon Connolly 
Angel Contreras 
,· 
l 
- ----- ~ ----
Russell Cottrell 
Matthew Couture 
Sean Cowan 
Mark Cowley 
Pierre Cox 
Gary Cross 
Jim Cucchiara 
John K. Cullen 
Edwin Daleccio 
Edwin Daleccio 
Matt Davis 
Curtis Davis 
Jeremy L. Davis 
Anthony De Tora 
- -- ----=----~------
Ryan Delane 
Marcos DelOrbe 
Laurence Delp 
Jonathan Denney 
Francis Dodson 
Joshua Donaldson 
Ed Dow 
Chris Dowell 
Robert Downs 
Kelly Egan 
Jill Eichner 
Brian Elfstrom 
Erez Eller 
Ose Eromosele 
Jason Evans 
Thomas G. Even 
David Farley 
Anthony Farrow 
Nick Feliciano 
Aaron Ferguson 
Lauri Fern 
Chad Fitzgerald 
Ian Stewart 
Monte Carlo Night is 
sponsored by Lambda 
Chi Alpha and occurs 
during freshman orienta-
tion to help raise money 
for the fraternity. Micah 
Kramer is seen here 
dealing a game of Black-
jack for a few incoming 
freshman. 
Mark Fitzsimmons 
Shannon Fonville 
Mark Fowler 
Ace Frahm 
Philip Frain 
Jeremy Freismuth 
David Fudge 
Elvira Garcia 
Jo Garrett 
Ryan Gibson 
Fernando Giuffra 
Otto Glavanits 
Laura Gliga 
Lisa Golden 
' isdJfJ J. 
Jorge I. Gomez 
Jose J. Gonzalez 
Wilfredo Gonzalez 
Gonzalo Gotera 
Vikram Gour 
Anwar Z. Grady 
Chris Greves 
Eric Guge 
Manuel Gutierrez 
Grant Gutkowski 
Arthur Gutting 
Chris Guzman 
Carla Guzzardo 
Florian Hafner 
Thomas Hagerty 
Rob Haibach 
Cliff Halvorsen 
Chase Hamilton 
Jackie Hamilton 
David Hamu 
Bill Hanchett 
David Hartland 
Monis Hasan 
Syed Hasan 
Austin Hayes 
Leslie Haynes 
Shawn Heasley 
Tony Hebert 
Steve Heinanen 
Jessica Helton 
J ash Henderson 
Michelle Herda 
Javier Heredia 
Molly Heredia 
Bryan Hermann 
Ronald Hernandez 
Lavren Hessler 
Gan ..ett Hester 
Josh Hetzel 
Krista Hickman 
David Hill 
Thurstan Hill 
David Hillman 
Jake Hines 
Billy Hinson 
Mike Hollingsworth 
Larry R. Jr. Holmes 
Art Holton 
Charles Hopkins 
Thomas Houle 
David Roulette 
Jason Howard 
David Hunter 
Jeff Hutson 
Rudy Hykel 
Manaal Ibrahim 
( 0 
Philip Iplixian 
Jeff Jablonski 
Amit Jagwani 
Christopher Johnson 
Nathan Johnson 
Brien Jones 
Daniel Jones 
Phillip Jones 
Beth Joseph 
Brandon Katnik 
Alan-Maurice Kayanan 
Sarah Kazukiewicz 
Brian Kelley 
Richard A. Kemp 
Awais Khan 
Kashif Khan 
Sahar Khan 
Steve Kim 
Janice Kisner 
Ryan Knight 
David Krebs 
Craig Krepps 
Peter Kronsbein 
Dinesh Kularatne 
Joseph Kurchock 
James Labor 
Jason Lamb 
Paul Lampley 
Alan Law 
Jeff Lawson 
Ryan Lebo 
Demond Lee 
Sean Lee 
Daniel Lendzioszek 
James Lennox 
Noel Leslie 
Max Au/et 
Heaya Summy is being 
served a cajun dish by 
John Blackman during 
the Mardis Gras home-
coming festivities. 
Lurs Lexdon 
Stuart Lieber 
Kevin Lindley 
John Link 
Collin J. Loerwald 
Andres Lopez 
Michael Lovely 
Hal D. Luers 
Jose Lugo 
Yasmeen Ma 
Ross MacNich 
!yob Makonnen 
Brett Malavenda 
Jorge L. Manresa 
Steven Mapel 
Ryan Marlatt 
Roberto Marquez 
Ben Marshall 
Jesse Martin 
Richard Martin 
Christopher Martin 
Kenneth McCoig 
Bill McCormick 
Burke L. McDuffie 
Andrew McGee 
Mark McGinley 
James McLellan 
Rose A. R . McNeely 
Jim Meckley 
Carlos Mejias 
Mike Mettler 
Roman Miazga 
Praston Michael 
Chiaz Miller 
Alyson Mirandilla 
Kavan Modi 
Alexander Moerig 
Christopher Moody 
Jason Moore 
Jessica Moore 
Diana Muldrow 
Nicholas Mullican 
0 
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Mike Murtha 
Greg Muth 
Roman Narciso 
Tashuelah Nasah 
Collins Nelson 
Tane'sha Nelson 
Jeremiah Ngaleo 
Dawne Nicholson 
David Niles 
Ashley Nunes 
Frank Ogadah 
Catherine Oles 
Jaime Oliver 
Jeremy Owens 
Mike Padgett 
Charlie Page 
Gene Paletta 
Lisa L. Palmer 
Anthony Pascazio 
Rahul Patel 
Aaron Payne 
Haile Payne 
Raul Pelaez 
Christophe Penninck 
Brian Perez 
Richard Phillippe 
Gregory Pickett 
John Picklesimer 
Karrey Pierson 
David Podracky 
Ernest Poe 
Tina M. Pompilio 
Fernando Portugal 
A viel Porzio 
Noak Postell 
Alex Potter 
David Potts 
Joshua Powell 
Cecily Power 
Tundra Pridto 
Frank Prokop 
Jason Provost 
Jason Pyron 
Carlos Rabanales 
Annette Raines 
Steven Raninega 
Ryan Rawski 
Jason Reabe 
Jason Reed 
Darrell Rich 
Lloyd S. Richardson 
Michael Richardson 
Mindy Ritz 
Jennifer Rochowiak 
Horacio Rodriguez 
Jonathan Rodriguez 
Ernan Rodriquez 
William J. Jr. Roeck 
Ryan Rogers 
Paul Rosell 
Jessica Ross 
John Rossiter 
Tony Rowell 
Charlos Roy 
~~•SIJrt-, Three students talk 
amongst themselves in 
newly created courtyard 
between the pool and 
Doolittle Hall. 
Lisa Palmer 
Juan Ruiz 
Cory Runnels 
Andrew Russell 
McColl Russell 
Veronica Sabo 
N adirah Saleem 
Alison Sandberg 
Craig Sanders 
Christopher Sanger 
J ahil Santos 
Randy Sarver 
Hendrik Scheel 
Jayson Schmiedt 
Kyle Schneider 
I j 
c. 
Tom Schneider 
Albert Schwartz 
Benjamin Scott 
James Sellitti 
Christopher Sembroski 
BJ Sencenbaugh 
Jinuk Seo 
Brian Sharrer 
Olliver Shields 
Ahmad Shirazy 
Jennifer Shirley 
Carolyn Shlatz 
Emiro Sinning 
Omar J. Sjogren 
Chris Skow 
Ivan A. Smith 
Jason Smith 
Josh Smith 
Laura M. Smith 
Vicki Smith 
Sherry Smoot 
Chris Sopko 
Tim Sperbeck 
Edward S. Springer 
Angela Squillante 
Jan Stahl 
Kyle Starck 
Aaron Starr 
E;..u 
Nick Stefaniak 
Michael Steier 
Ian Stewart 
Phil Stitzinger 
Christion Stolf e 
Sarah A. Storlie 
Jake Storms 
Aaron Suire 
Jin-Kon Suk 
Chuch Swartzell 
Luke Sweet 
Jason Taussig 
Jeremy Taylor 
Tara Taylor 
Zane Teeter 
Aaryn Terveen 
Brent Terwilliger 
Brian Thibodeau 
David R. Thomas 
Adrian Thomas 
Christal Threet 
Brian Tillson 
Sarah B. Tomes 
Jaidy Kaz Torres 
Jose Torres 
Greg Tressler 
John Tudela 
Ryan Tuori 
• 
0 
Terry Tyree 
Andrew Upson 
Joe Valente 
Scott V amison 
Luis M. Velez 
Josh Verde 
Jodi V ezzetti 
Robert P. Vicars 
Abbas Virj i 
Steven Walters 
Shawn Ware 
Douglas Washington 
Tyler Webb 
Zachary Webb 
Chris M. Weber 
Thadd Westfall 
Michelle Widmaier 
Charles Williams 
Kristin Williams 
Odell II Williams 
Sylmar Williams 
Zeddiel Williams 
Adam Willis 
Eric T. Wilson 
Jonathan Witham 
David Wojtanowski 
Dave Wong 
Christopher M. Woodham 
John Wooten 
' r J 
Alllerka•s First Ice lleer/ 
.J A.Wt--
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Antonio C. Wright 
Ken Yenger 
Daniel Y errington 
Autumn Young 
Joann Young 
Tyrus Young 
Karen Magnussen 
The Embry-Riddle mas-
cot kicks back and relax-
e~ as the Eagles basket-
ball team moves to wrap 
up another victory. 
As the university grows so 
does the program. More 
scholarships and teams are being 
formed every year. Women's 
soccer is one of the newest 
additions to the athletic 
department. The Eagles tennis 
team earned its first ever FSC 
tournament championship in 
doubles. Golf presence as team 
' 
sport continues to gain 
experience recruiting new ERAU 
students. Next year our athletic 
teams will continue to grow. 
School spirit is proudly 
displayed by Roman Miazga, John 
Blackman, Dave Thomas, Deserie ~ 
Rios, Jens Hennig, Nadean 
Carson at the homecoming 
basketball game. 
- Christian Sarna 
Sports 
Ma x A11/ec 
Pete Stubbs, drives it home 
up the middle through an 
aggressive group of defen-
ders. The Sun Conference 
is a te levi se d pro ving 
ground for the league. 
"Defense" is the only audi-
ble word in the building as 
the crowd cheers on junior 
guard Matt Barley, as he 
gets into position against 
Warner South. 
Mox Aulet 
Basketball 
Coach Steve Ridder's Eagles finished the 
1997-98 regular season with an overall record of 
20-11. Because of a three-way tie in the Florida 
Sun Conference the fie ldhouse was packed dur-
ing the Sunshine Networks television broadcast. 
This gave our Eagles the edge and they came out 
victorious, which allowed the Eagles Basketball 
team a return trip to Idaho for it's third year 
consecutive national tournament. 32 teams 
competed at the NAIA level in Nampa, Idaho. 
This year was the first time the team did not 
make it out of the first round. 
With the departure of Seniors such as Antho-
ny Burroughs, the squads most valuable per-
former and Jason Trippet most ded icated play-
er, new blood will be needed. Recruitment wi ll 
be a priority. With the departure of Assistant 
Coach Joe Cambron the team has a lot of re-
structuring to do. 
The Team is expanding their experience by 
participating at an international competition. 
The summer tour wi ll take place over eight days 
across Europe. Some of the stops include the 
Netherlands, Belgium, Luxembourg and Paris. 
We look forward to seeing the results with these 
wings of change. 
Max Au/et 
Univ. of Alaska-Anchorage 
Lincoln Christion College 
Notre Dame College 
Brewton-Parder College 
Florida Southern College 
Johnson & Wales 
Rollins College 
Johnson & Wales 
Gustavus Aolphus 
Florida Tech 
Florida Ch.tistian College 
Rennsalear Polytech Inst. 
Goucher College 
Gordon College 
Rhode Island College 
University at Buffalo 
Green Mountain College . 
St. Thomas University 
Florida Memoiial College 
Flagler College 
Webber College 
Nova Southeastern Univ. 
Palm Bach Atlantic 
Webber College 
Warner Southern College 
Palm Beach Atlantic 
Nova Southeatem Univ. 
St. Thomas University 
Florida Memorial College 
Flagler College 
Warner Southern College 
Nova Southeastern Univ. 
Warner Southern College 
St. Thomas University 
Mount Marty College 
As President Sliwa obser-
ves this intense game in the 
jam packed stands, junior 
guard, Austin Brownlee 
eyes an open man in the 
final seconds of the game. 
90-101 L 
98-74 w 
124-82 w 
90-87 w 
54-76 L 
107-63 w 
72-73 L 
114-73 w 
74-79 L 
58-73 L 
107-56 w 
86-80 w 
87-76 w 
95-78 w 
100-86 w 
72-40 L 
101-52 w 
71-73 L 
95-65 w 
87-97 L 
66-69 L 
80-78 w 
103-92 w 
86-82 w 
83-91 L 
81-73 w 
75-72 w 
91-66 w 
75-65 w 
88-75 w 
83-86 L 
89-69 w 
81-73 w 
86-81 w 
87-75 L 
Sophomore outfielder, 
Brain Carter prepares for 
Webber1s best pitcher. Bri-
an went on to play the All-
F lorida Sun Conference 
with 4 other teammates. 
Luke Martin a sophomore 
left handed pitcher gets 
some last minute strategic 
advi se from Assistant 
Coach Todd Guilliams be-
tween innings. 
john Phillips 
j ohn Phillips 
Baseball 
Eagles Baseball finished the 1998 season 
ranked 9th. The eagles led the nation in ear-
ned run average for the second consecutive 
season giving up an average of 2.37 earned 
runs per nme mnmgs. Another impressive 
event involved an Eagle being drafted. Doug 
Bridges a senior left hand pitch was selected 
by the Anaheim Angels in the 17th round of 
Major League Baseballs spring draft and was 
assigned to the Boise Hawks short season " A" 
team. In the eighties people would have 
laughed at the idea of an ERAU student being 
drafted into the majors. Nowadays this im-
proved campus allows for a real experience, 
similar to other non-technical University's. 
Throughout the season the Eagles made 
their mark. Coach Greg Guilliams and his 
brother Assistant Coach Todd Guilliams 
have worked hard over the years to put to-
gether a dynasty, which is taken quite serious-
ly in the NCAA Sunshine State. " Not bad for 
a bunch of astronauts!" Closing any season 
with a 41-11 record including a 24 game 
winning streak is something is something to 
be proud of, the fans won't forget. 
John Phillips 
Brewton-Parker 
Brewton-Parker 
Rollins College 
Florida Memorial 
Florida Memorial 
Florida Memorial 
Florida Tech 
Webber College 
Webber College 
Webber College 
Nova Southeastern U. 
Nova Southeastern U. 
Nova Southeastern U. 
Clearwater Christian 
Clearwater Christian 
Palm Beach Atlantic 
York College 
Allentown College 
T iffin University 
Central Methodist 
Carroll College 
Assumtion College 
West Libertv State 
West Liberty State 
WV Wesleyan College 
Palm Beach Atlantic 
Palm Beach Atlantic 
Concordia University 
Cumberland Univ. 
Bethel College 
Lakeland College 
Taylor U niversity 
F lagler College 
Flagler College 
Flagler College 
Florida Tech 
Northwood University 
Northwood University 
No1 hwood University 
St. Thomas Univ. 
St. Thomas Univ. 
St. Thomas Univ. 
North Florida 
Warner Southern 
Warner Southern 
Warner Southern 
Rollins College 
Eckerd College 
Northwood University 
Palm Beach Atlantic · 
St. Thomas Univ. 
Warner Southern 
Head Baseball Coach Greg 
Guilliams has a great deal 
to be proud of this year in-
cluding his program's very 
impressive 41-11 record. 
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Senior setter, Chana Mam-
izuka starts the volley as 
Defensive specialist Jenny 
Gieger gets into place and 
prepares to do her job and 
help the team serve first. 
Teamwork means bump, 
set and spike as Michelle 
Hatton, a senior playing 
the position of right side 
hitter, gets some altitude 
and goes for the kill. 
Karen Magnussen 
Max Au/et 
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This was Trina Keeton's first year as head 
coach of the Eagles Women's Volleyball Team. 
From a real come from behind start and a real 
slow season in 1996, Coach Keeton wasn't able 
to recruit from outside the university but knew 
she had a "great bunch of girls. " When asked 
how she reinvented teh team, she said "by pul-
ling the love out of their game. I needed to see 
who really still loved the game." Coach Keeton 
said that if she had to name players who really 
had a love of the game; Lasha Moton, Nicole 
Cauboe and Senia Mcintyre are stand-out play-
ers. Out of five walk-ons who tried out, Sherry 
Fost and Laura Gliga have been "huge factors 
on teh team." "The hardest fought win this 
season came during the semi-final against Nova 
Southeastern, in a two and three quarter hour 
match that could have fallen either way - that 
was a toughy." With a 33-6 winning season, 
placing Second in the Sun Conference and 
Third in the Southeast Region, Coach keeton 
says, "We're stepping up a level. Not one time 
did I see us as "just N .A.I.A.". In competition 
we can hang with the best of the best. I hope and 
pray we can work hard to get the national com-
petition finals and get a team GPA of 3.5 during 
the 1998 season. 
- Mattew Bielanski 
Mox Au/et 
EMBRY-R I DDLE 
VOLLEYBA LL 
Each member of the team 
gets a tremendous boost 
from each other, they have a 
symbiotic relationship the 
eagles know they can depend 
on one another. 
Brian Stec, sophomore 
defender, sizes up the 
opponents and prepares 
for full field sprint. Soc-
cer players must be in ex-
treme aerobic shape. 
Dan McNally a sopho-
more midfielder inter-
cepts the ball and with 
some fancy footwork the 
he helps the Eagles go 
from defence to offense. 
Max Aul1 
Max Aolet 
Men's Soccer 
David Gregson, Coach for the Eagles Soccer 
Team believes 1997 was a major growth year 
for the team. After a 1996 season finish of 6-11 , 
the 1997 winning season of 10-7-1 leads Greg-
son to hope for a tournament win in 1998. 
This year the Eagles were able to attract better 
student athletes. According to Gregson, Connal-
ly Edopzien from Nigeria and their all time 
leading scorer for 1997, Stefan Oresten, from 
Sweden (with one season left), "both want to be 
commercial pilots and good soccer players. It's 
a good fit for us." 
Their most hotly contested win this season, 
according to the Coach, was played with Cove-
nant College. With many team injuries, the 
coach put in his goalie, John Haworth to play. 
Haworth made three goals including the game 
winner in sudden death overtime. It was, "a 
fairy tale story." 
"The goal this year is to win the tournament 
because this group of players has never been 
into the final four. We finally have enough 
quality players driven to success and realize we 
are on the verge of something special." 
Ma x Au/et 
Clearwater Christian 
Florida Southern 
Rollins 
Savannah College of A&D 
North Florida 
\Vebber 
Northwood 
Piedmont 
Flagler 
Palm Beach Atlantic 
Webber 
Flagler 
Life College 
Auburn-Montgomery 
CoYenant 
NoYa Southeastern 
St. Thomas 
Eckerd 
A midfielder, senior Jose 
Garcia takes it out from 
the corner. The addition of 
stadium style lights allows 
the eagles a night schedule. 
6-1 w 
1-5 L 
4-1 w 
5-0 w 
1-0 w 
3-1 w 
2-1 w 
4-1 w 
0-2 L 
1-0 w 
1-1 T 
0-2 L 
0-4 L 
1-3 L 
4-3 w 
1-4 L 
1-3 L 
1-0 w 
Dana Wright senior de-
fend er and C himesa 
Harrison senior forward, 
regain control of the ball. 
Teamwork is what this 
game is all about. 
A freshman midfielder, 
Roberta Petit, keeps con-
trol of the ball with sen-
ior forward Roberta 
"Bo" Porco remaining 
open for a pass. 
Women's Soccer 
Women's soccer finished it's last season as a 
club this year. For years the women's soccer 
club have been working hard, proving itself as a 
worthwhile endeavor for the university. 
Over the years the club competed against the 
varsity teams of Flagler, Rollins, Palm Beach 
and so on. With very little assistance from the 
University and some funding from the Student 
Government Association, the soccer club work-
ed hard. Last year the Men's Soccer Assistant 
Coach, Joe DePalo offered the ladies guidance 
in their athletic endeavors. They were able to 
organize 9 games, which got soccer ball rolling 
in the right direction. 
Next years 1998 season will be the first year 
ERAU will see the women's eagles soccer team. 
Dan Blank has been selected as the Head 
Coach. He has previous experience at Brewton-
Parker College and Wheeling Jesuit University. 
He has numerous ideas for the development of 
the team. Heavy recruitment has taken place 
and Coach Blank's long range goals include a 
realistic time table up to the year 2000. At 
which time he feels that he can have the ex-
perience to compete in the national tourna-
ment. 
Max Aulet 
EMBRY-RIDDLE 
VVOMEN'S SOCCER 
Devyn Evertt a junior 
sweeper quickly puts the 
ball into play, one of the 
few chances for a player to 
show upper body strength. 
Flexibility is a prerequi-
site for joining the Eagles 
C h eerleading Squad. 
Mia Phelps, Melissa Ca-
brera and Alison Sand-
berg get vertical. 
Felisha Mason and Paul 
Rosell cheer the crowd 
on as our favorite mas-
cot creates mayhem 
throughout the game on 
and off the court. 
Max Aule! 
I 
Cheerleaders 
Max Aule t 
\ 
Erica Arroyo and Joao 
Carvalho-Silva are energet-
ic in their approach to get 
the crowd pumped up m 
the final seconds. 
Audience participation is a 
major part of the ERAU 
experience. Alison Sand-
berg employs the assistance 
of one of our younger fans . 
Max Aulec 
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Tonya Kay 
Karen Magnussen 
Chris Sarna 
Marvin Mayer 
Jean Snyder 
Ian Stewart 
Don Chatfield 
Max Aulet 
JoOo Carvalo-Silva 
Dustin Derby 
Thanks for all the hard workD 
Your creativity has helped bring 
this book together as a team -Matt 
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Mox Auler 
Closing 
With Dr. Thomas Hilburn and 
Dr. Leon Flancher leading the 
1997 December graduating class, 
we're filled with a sense of 
accomplishment from tne changes 
that we have lived through. 
ERAU 's changes have brought 
abotJt an expansion that will be 
hard to match. With six new 
facilities built within a 4 year span 
and a new president facing the 
challenges of the next millenium. 
ERAU will reap the benefits and 
problems of a changing 
community. It will be the job of 
future students and leaders to re-
establish our community, lifting 
ERAU into the 21st century on a 
new pair of wings. 
- Matthew Bielanski 

BREAKTHROUGH TECHNOLOGY CAN TAKE MANY FORMS. 
HERE IS HOW IT LOOKS AS A BUSINESS JET. 
Premier I You' re constantly looking for breakthrough technology to make your business faster, easier, and more efficient. 
For business travel look no further than the Premier I. This Raytheon Aircraft product is setting the standard for the industry. 
The Premier I uses advanced technology to redefine how business aircraft will be built 
in the future. Its composite fuselage offers the most comfortable cabin in its class. A swept, 
metal wing, and drag efficient design translate into more range and faster cruise speeds. 
Cabin Cross-Section Comparison 
All in all , it offers a combination of size, speed, and range at a price unequalled in the marl~et. The Premier I, the business jet 
version of breakthrough technology. For more information visit our website at www.raytheon.com/rac or cal l 1-316-676-2987. 
Raytheon Aircraft 
Beech 
Hawker 
RAMADA INN® 
Congratulations Graduates 
• Newly Remodeled Room s •Cable TV & HBO 
• Free Local Calls • Ou tdoor Pool 
• Transportation to ERAU • Uno's Restaurant 
904/255- 2422 or 800/352-27 22 
1798 W. International Speedway Blvd. Daytona Beach Fl 3211 4 
Congratu[ations to tfie 
1998 Senior Cfass ! 
PEOPLES GAS 
" FLOR ID A'S LEAD I N G 
N AT U RA L GAS U T I L I TY" 
... to meet tomorrow's challenge 
DISC 
m Fo r over ten years, supporting the FAA with-A1r Traffic Services • Inform ation Tech nology Services Engineering and Technical Services • Systems Sales dnd Inte gratio n • Tra 1n1ng Service' 
DIVERSIFIED INTERNATIONAL SCIENCES CORPORATION 
990 1 -R Bu siness Parkway. Lannam. MD 20 706- 1840 f30 t) 7 3 1 -90 70 FM f30 11 7 3 1.qo 74 
Equal Opfl0r!un1ry Employer 
PROUDLY 
SERVING 
EMBRY-RIDDLE 
AERONAUTICAL 
UNIVERSITY 
Since 1985 
DAYTDNA'S PREFERRED MAINLAND MOTEL 
904-257 ·4030 
1715 W. INTERNATIONAL SPEEDWAY BLVD. 
GARMCo IS AVIATION INSURANCE 
1 800 777 1452 
1 404 292 5008 
(Tom Meers - 1980, Pres.: General Aviation Risk Mgmt. Co.) 
The B1·ewers of 
Budweiser 
Remind You 
To Drink 
Responsibly. 
._Copiers 
._Facsimile 
._ Formula for Lower Cost 
Guarantees 
._The Copytronics Duplicator 
Plan, featuring 2-hour 
emergency service 
.. Florida's largest independent 
copier dealer 
MINOITA 
AUTHONUO DEAL£R 
788-5500 
McCauley Propeller System.s 
P.O. Drawer 5053 
~,indeli~ !JH 45377 
r'ax: 9.:V.890.6001 
ERAU AND AOPA 
HAVE JOINED FORCES 
TO TAKE YOUR CAREER 
TO A HIGHER LEVEL. 
RISK 
MEANS 
DIFFERENT 
Tu:INcs To 
DIFFERENT 
PEOPLE. 
' .. • -~ 
·J' ~'· · ., 
:.,.•I;·-·~ . 
. -· {"~~(.~) 
Before vou invest · :.,.. _,;'7' - . . \ · .. :.,_,t >· ,;<~:,;: 
vour monev with us, ·-c.:._. · -, · · 
~'e im·est time with you. · . 
We ask questions and listen ~ _ ' 
to your answers. Come talk. f N' ~~ 
We like to listen. And we're -~· 
readv to help. 
~ · First Union National Bank 
1.:1 lll1r1111 comes to sen,ce, t'i'l'n(ll1mg maltm.' of Florida 
i.~EiiO~ t. l~-n F1r.,t L1rnm c~irpor.111011 !1r.rnd t Ofhle ... S1.1kw1Jt· \ 'h·mbt.•r f-DK 
c ([])JIB gr 2L ttmm ttn ([])JIB§ to ttJh e 
1 ~~ § G Jr21([)]J11121 te § o if 
IE IIJIBlli ry = lli cl ill e 
A e Jr([]) IIB m 1111 ttn (C mli 
UJIBnveJr§ntty 
Bob's SPace Racers. Inc 
427 15th Street 
Daytona Beach. FL 32 1 I 7 
PH . 904-677-076 1 
~-J\X : 904-677-0794 
Featuring: Studio, 1, 2 & 3 bedrooms 
DO YOU WANT TO KNOW WHY MORE 
ERAU STUDENTS CHOOSE THE 
BARRINGTON OVER ANY OTHER 
COMMUNITY IN TOWN??? 
*POOLS, LIGHTED TENNIS COURTS, 
LAUNDRIES. 
* FREE WATER & EXPANDED CABLE ! 
* ONLY MINUTES FROM E.R.A.U. 
*A TALENTED AND TRULY CARING 
STAFF! 
* LUXURY APPLIANCES, ON BUS LINE! 
* SPECIAL SUMMER STORAGE RATES! 
* FREE FAX USE, PHOTOCOPIES & 
OTHER SERVICES! 
* ALL CORNER APARTMENTS 
$$$ RESIDENT REFERRAL REWARDS $$$ 
875 DERBYSHIRE ROAD 
DAYTONA BEACH, FL 32117 
252-6406 
FAX 257-3245 
QUALITY HEALTH CARE 
... when you need it, where you need it 
ME.MO RIAL 
HEALTH SYSTEMS 
A co1n1nunity-owned 
regional healthcare systelrz 
• WAYFARER 
/nltKnly 4 Exrr//rncr 4 Stn'lct 4 E.Tptnrnrt 
Over four decades, Wayfarer Aviation has built 
a reputation as one of the world's most respected 
aviation services companies, 
serving our clients in a tradition of excellence. 
If you are considering aircraft charter, management 
purchase/sales, maintenance or consulting, 
Wayfarer is an outstanding choice. 
WAYFARER AVIATION 
Westchester County Airport 
10 Hanger Road, Hanger G 
White Plains, New York 10604 
www. wayfarer aviation.com 
( 8 00) 3 31, 19 3 0 
Memorial Hospital-Ormond Beach 
875 Sterthaus Avenue •Ormond Beach, FL 32174 
904/676-6000 
Memorial Hospital-Flagler 
Moody Boulevard • Bunnell, FL 32110 
904/437-2211 
Memorial Hospital-West Volusia 
701 W. Plymouth Avenue • Deland, FL 32720 
904/943-4522 
Business 
Home 
Health 
Life 
and Auto 
Insurance. 
Our Strengths are Yours. 
rrnrr 
I NSl :(V\1\JCI·: 
Hilb, Rogal and Hamilton Company 
of Daytona Beach Inc. 
115 Nor ch Ridgewood Ave. 
Daycona Beach, FL 32114 
e 904-252-3701 
Electronic IFR Training Environment 
Call 1-800-557-7590 
for more information and demo C D 
\1\ '" ' " ' f >_11·L 
~ 
SOCATA AIRCRAFT 
GROUPE AEROSPATIALE 
® 
.EAA is the only organization that opens its doors to all who wish to learn m?re about the 
FUN, EXCITEMENT and FREEDOM that flying offers. No matter what part of aviation you love -
EAA is an organization for you. EAA hosts the world's largest fly-in conventions - EAA 
OSHKOSH and EAA SUN 'N FUN - where aviation enthusiasts the world over celebrate the 
freedom and excitment of flight. 
THE CHOICE ISYOURS 
.EAA is the only organization that gives you a choice of six magazines - each geared to indi-
vidual special interests. 
Sl?_Ort ,4viatiOrlagazine 
For the latest news, views and articles covering all aspects of building, designing, flying , restoring or maintaining 
sport aircraft. Published 12 times a year. Each issue contains more than 140 pages of facinating editorial about 
the world of aviation . Sport Aviation also features some of the best in aviation photography. Find out what's 
happening - join EAA and read Sport Aviation magazine. 
JfTJ-lllllllllJS® 
A Division publ ication of the EAA Warbirds of 
America. See and read about the vital role these air-
craft played in World War II . 
Sport ia ® 
From the International Aerobatic Club, an-
other EAA Division, this publication features 
articles on competition, technical informa-
tion , how to fl y maneuvers, flight and 
ground safety, new equipment and much 
more. 
A publication of the EAA Antique/Classic Divi-
sion with articles on the legendary aircraft of 
the 20s, 30s, 40s, and 50s. 
EXPERIMENTER 
EAA's "how-to" publication where one can learn 
the secrets from experienced craftsmen on con-
struction techniques, maintenance, performance, 
efficiency and safe flying practices. 
.EAA puts the FUN in Fl.ying for Everyone/ 
JOIN EAA TODAY! 
CALL 1--800=JOIN EAA 
(1-800-$64-6322) 
(Outside USA call 414-426-4800) ER1 
Ties that Bind 
As part of our continuing support of aviation education , 
USAIG is proud to sponsor three $1000 annual scholarships 
for full time students enrolled in Professional Development 
Programs (PDP) offered at Embry-Riddle and other University 
Aviation Association (UAA) colleges. Together, USf'IG, 
Embry-Riddle and the UAA can be an essential part of 
empowering today's aviation managers. For more information 
on scholarship requirements, contact the National Business 
Aviation Association (NBAA) at (202) 783-9000. 
USRlli 
Ufl/TEO STRTES RIRCRRFT /flSURRflCE GROUP 
199 Water Street 
New York, NY 10038 
(212) 952-0100 
GLEIM PUBLICATIONS 
of Gainesville, FL 
Thanks the students, alumni, 
faculty, and staff o~'~ 
for their use of 
GlEIM PILOT 
TRAINING BOOKS, 
OFTWARE, AND AUDIOS 
for FAA Pilot Knowledge Tests 
and FAA Practical Tests. 
"The Books with the Red Covers" 
"The Software on the Red Diskettes" 
l800J 81-GlEIM 
www.gleim.com 
C • O ·?l· (i •1t•J1J. .. 'I · 'U · L •JIL · 'I · l · O •9£•S 
To 
Embry-Riddle Aeronautical University 
For Their Recent Expansion 
And Their Continuing Tradition Of 
Academic Excellence. 

How we moved Bill Hollister's 
career in to the 
CONTINENTAL EXPRESS LANE. 
If you're like Bill Hollister, 
getting started in an airline 
career is more than a matter 
of wha t you know. It's also 
\\Iha you know. And, mo re 
precisely, who \\le know as a 
major pilot developm ent 
resource fo r some 20 re-
gional carriers. 
More than 4,000 pilots 
including Bil l - are now fl ying right- and left-seat 
a irline posit ions after getting a h ead start through 
ou r Regional Airline New Hire Program. T he steps 
Houston -based Continental Express 
a re simple:: a o ne-day 
evaluation ide ntifies 
qualified pilots who 
are then matched wi th 
ai rli nes who are ready 
has relied o n New Hire candidates tO in terv iew a nd who 
s in ce 1984, hiring as many as 400 
first officers and ca ptai ns per year rely on this screen ing 
through the program. process to find attrac-
tive ca ndida tes. V\lit h a conditional offe r of em ployment 
in h and - Bil l's was from Co ntin ent al Express -
th e ca ndid at e begins four to 
si x weeks o f type-spec ific, self-
cond ucted on employer-
specified equipment, and 
the program includes indoc-
tr in atio n in that a irline's 
particular culture and oper-
ating procedures. 
For Bill, the New H ire 
Progra m offered a proactive, 
prudent strategy for moving 
in to the airline environment. 
" I guess you could say that I used Fligh tSafety to take 
charge of m y career," says Bill. "The ew Hire Program 
gets you into the professio1ml field fast, and keeps you from 
wast ing time on the sideli nes." 
Like Bi ll , you could use our 
co nnections to get h ired, and 
then use our instructors and 
FllghtSafe ty 's fleet 
advanced simulators to become of advanced flight 
fu lly prepared for a specific job simu lators a llows 
type· specific training -
- yo 11r job. \iVith the New Hire tailored to the needs of 
Program , th ere's n o wasted the employing air l ine . 
t ra in ing, and - equally importan t - no wasted time. So 
give us a ca ll now. We'l l help you mow in tn high gea r. 
B I LL H OLLI STER 
FIRST OFFICER , CONTINENTAL EXPRESS 
financed t rai ni ng at a FlightSafc ty 
Learni ng Center sl'lect l'd by the 
employing airli ne. Training 1s 
Before he used our connections to land a position at Continental Express, Bill Hollister was working as 
a flight instructor in Da ytona Beach , Florida . When he entered the New Hire Program , where he earned 
his EMB·1 20 type rating , Biil was a certified single and multi cngi ne fl i gh t instructo r, 
with an instrument rat ing and multiengine ATP c e rtification. 
~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
FliSJhl~!fllJ 
FOR MOR E INFORMATI O N , PL EASE CALL US AT (8BB ) 7 B9 lllRE (4473) FAX (904 ) »6 11 910 ,~. WWW FLIGHT S A FE TV COM 
OR W R ITE US AT FLIG HT S AFET V I NTERNATIONAL, P . 0 BOX 11 527 , DAYT ON A BEACli . F LOR I DA 30120 - 1 5 2 7 
Gulf stream Aerospace Corporation 
salutes the Embry-Riddle graduates who 
represent the future of aviation. 
Gulfstream ~II ( •. uJf,1 n..1111 
• l,. , , "'il.K l 
Gulfstream Aerospace Corporation 
Telephone: (912) 965-4884 
Congratulations Seniors 
from your 
Student Government Association 
and from 
HERFFJONES 
The Officia l Class Ring Co. of E.R.A.U. 
For Class information call Dustin Derby 
E.R.A. U. Student Government Associatio11 
Daytona Beach, Florida 
904-226-6045 
. CongratulationsTo 
The Class of' 98! 
~­
Greater Orlando 
Av iation Author ity 
.< 
][ Daytona Beach 
Congratulates 
the 
Class of 1998 
~eia.6ot>f1998 
fJ'UHnl 
RADIATION ONCOLOGY ASSOC. 
Herbert D. Kerman Regional Oncology Center 
Daytona Beach, FL 321 14 
(9CH) 254-4210 
Ormond Beach, FL 32174 
(9CH) 615-4400 
Bert Fish Medical Center 
N ew Smyrna Beach, FL 32 168 
(9CH) 42"4-5038 
Terry S. Bloom MD. 
Ann E. Span&ler, MD. 
Ted Yae&er, MD. 
Russell Hinerman MD. 
Four Complete Depcrtments 
PAINT 
WALLPAPER 
ARTISTS' SUPPLIES 
PICTURE FRAMING f uthem PaintandSupplyCo. 
239 S. Seagrove Daytona Beach 253-8107 
_ Th _ _ 
HALIFAX 
CllJB 
Tup r loor • Mrst Union Bank Bu ilding 
444 Seabreeze Blvd. 
DaytDna Beach . rL 32118 
We Salute 
the 
1998 
Graduates 
of 
Embry Riddle 
Aeronautical Universio/ 
Barfield, Inc. 
Miami Atlanta Los Angeles 
American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronauti 
CfJAIAA'" 
Virtually every achievement in modem American 
flight has been made by an AIAA member. 
For over 65 years, AIAA has been the principal 
society of aerospace engineers , scientists, 
academics, students, and Industry professionals. 
AIAA has more than 3 I ,000 professional members in 
Its 65 local sections and 6,000 student members In 
145 branches across the country. 
AIAA provides its members resources that keep 
them lnfohned of Industry changes and 
developm;ents, helps expand their professional 
network. provides employment assistance, access to 
research Information, and other Important benefits . 
Fo1 11101 c 111fo1111.1t10 11 ;ibout AIAA bc11cf1t~ plc.isc t.111 u~ ;it : 
7031261-7500 01 800/639-AIAA 
Fax 703/264-755 1 
01 vo"t 0111 web ~otc Iottµ //www .• 11.1.1 01g 
180 I Alexander Bell Drive, Suite 500 
Reston, VA 20191-43+4 

In 12 Seconds, We Launched Aviation History ... 
I 
I -
I Witt1 tt1e Wrigt1t Brothers and aviation pioneer Glenn Curtiss as company founders. the name "Curtiss-Wright" symbolizes 
innovat ion and progress. Curtiss-Wright Flight Systems, Inc. 
is a wo rld leader in the design. production and overhaul of 
mechanical flig l1t control components. Curtiss-Wright Fligt1t 
Systems products are at work in every Boeing commercial 
airplane in production. including tile new 777. 
Curtiss-Wright Accessory Services, a new division of 
Curtiss-Wright Flight Systems. now provides high quality 
repair and overhaul services on all Curtiss-Wright Flight 
Systems manufactured products and on a wide range of CURTISS WRIGHT other aircraft components including: pumps. valves, hydraulics. 
pneumatics, CSD/IDGs. electronics and electric motors. Accessory Services 
Component Overhaul I 
Curtiss-Wright Accessory Services 
3950 NW 28th St • M1a1111 . FL 33142 
USA Tel 305-871-3383 
Curtiss-Wright Accessory Services Curtiss-Wright Flight Systems/Europe A/S 
Hangar 3. Ka1up Air Base • OK7470 Karup 
Denmark Tel +45-97100555 
Curtiss-Wright Accessory Services tRep Olf1ce1 
19 Loyang Lane • Singapore 508929 201 Old Boiling Sp11ngs Rd • Shelby. NC 28152 
USA Tel 704 -481-1150 Tel 165) 546-3669 
Fax 305-871-4502 Fax i04-481 -2395 Fax +45-97100558 Fax (65 ) 546-3616 
For more information regarding Employment. Apprenticeship. and Internship opportunities. please contact C111dy M. Oliver. SPHR at 305-871-3383. 
fax resume to 305-871-3397 or send via e-mail at cindyo@m1a111i.curt1sswrig l1t.com. 
A Goal 
is 
A Dream 
with 
A Plan. 
Plan to Pursue Your Dream! 
• Learn to fly with an airline 
• Become a First Officer at 300 hours (not a flight instructor) 
• Upgrade from First Officer to Captain in about 15 months 
• Log PIC time in turbine equipment +· Attract the majors with high quality time 
It happens for our graduates .. . we can make it happen for you! 
Call 1-800-232-6327, ext. 2073 
(;]~ SAN JUAN COLLEGE I MESA AIR M~d 
PILOT DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM liiir..-p [3 [] http://www.mesa-air.com AIR GROUP 
129 
We'll Help Your Dreams Take Off. 
Own111~ ch t: .1in.: r.1l t Il l \Ollf 1.. ln:.tm~ 1:-. i.:lo~l·r 1h .1!l \ tJ ll t h111J.. O ur 
IV'' d 1''''ll p.1~111<:1 1 t.., .111<.I .1111 1nb hlc 1111>11t l1i' p.1~11H.:n t.., G 111 mak e.: 
. u rLT:tt r o'' 1h.:r~l 11 p .t re .ti ll' Yuur dn.·.11u l.. 111 cume 1ru c.: ,,·11h 1111r 
Pl.1nL· .llld "'i1111 p k :\in .. r.1U l.11.111' < .111 lh l· <•fl' l· 11 T n .T .\ 1n r:tf t F1 n .111ce 
Cl rciup t11d ,I\ 1ur 111t1fc.' 11Hur111.:111>1: \\ c ll hd:) '1111 r dn.:.1111' 1.1 J..1 · , 111 
Ca li 1-800-851- 1.367 
GR E!F :\T RE!E 
IJlll •1/ ! h1· 11t11f111J, /t•11d111~ 11111 Iliff /t·11tl1·1, 
~t~ 
Island Club 
We wou ld li ke to w ng rat ula tc a ll of the 
1998 G r.1duatc'! 
lk't of luck in you r fu tu re! 
10 1 Porpose B ay Roael 
Oay1ona Beach. FL 321 19 
904 756-280• 
VOLUSIA 
CONSTRUCTION 
COMPAJYY; INC . 
UNDERGROUND UTILITIES 
952 BIO TRCC ROAD 
P.O . Bo x 457B 
SOUTH DAYOONA , FL 32 121 
904/ 76 1 · 61 1 1 ROIYIY/t:, BLEDSOE 
School's out Start your engines! 
Textron Lycoming congratulates 
all of you in the Embry-Riddle cla§ of '98. 
~--- ------ ii~:1 jt,\e]:I Lycoming __ 
652 Olrver Stree1 W1llramspon. PA I 7701 
717/327-7278 Fax 717/327 7022 

' 
Good Luck 
from 
Your Friends 
at 
1750 RICHARD PETTY BLVD. 
DAYTONA BEACH, FLORIDA 32114 
AViators: 
Guild1't1 
Reach New Heigh~s ... 
. ... .. whe n yo u hecome ,1 mcmher ol rhe Avi :llor~: ( ;u ild . You' ll save up ro '){)1Vi 1 off pllb li ~ hcr~' p rice~ 011 books 
offeri ng pract ica l fl ying rip~ and imtruu ion , techn ical dara .1hout .1irn.1ft 111ainrc11.11H.:c .111d rcp.1ir. facts o n 
noreworrhy mi litary and civil aircraft , .i nd plane bu ild ing ;111d ownn~h i p . Fvny .)-Ii wcL·b you' ll rccciw .1 
1 cl ub bu ll crin co n1;1ining c:xc iring offers on the lat es t hoob. 
Fem IN FORMATION ON H OW T O JOI N , Pl 1·.ASF: 
1-6 14-759-3666 (8:.30 am to 5:00 pm EST Monday-h iday) 
Fax: 1-6 14-759-3749 (24 hours a day, 7 days a week) 
1
[81
1
lntcrnet: www.bookclubs. mcgraw-hill.com 
QUALITY BEEF FROM THE LOW 
PRICE LEADER ... WINNe,JDIXIE 
America's Supermarket° 
Congratulations 
YOU'VE EARNED YOUR "WINGS." 
WE WISH YOU THE BEST 
IN YOUR 
FUTURE ENDEAVORS. 
_HOS~ 
Aviation Headset 
A4, • ASSOCIATED ~AVIATION ~ 9' UNDERWRITERS . 
6i\LUTE0 
THE 
EMBRY- RIDDLE 
AERONAUTICAL UNIVERSITY 
Stay hun~. 
t In, ii • 1/," , "' .. ' 
I /f n 11 •f 
Where shoppin~ is a pleasure. 
J. 
r\c cur,1/t' l,iync-'<I Wt'<1 //1er in111rm,1tic 1n m<1kc-'' 1/i.~ht 
jJl<1111 ii11.~ <lee j.., /un.., 1;1...,ln. C-'chil-'r, ,Jnc/ '"11-'r 1(11 pi/11J...,.' 
The 1110 ~ 1 <-' lft>c li vt> 1irt> fligh1 
b ri e fi ng Ct> lll t>r. Provid t>., 
c cHllJHPhensive gr,1phic 
<1nd le xl we.1llwr dC! lcl , 
fl ighl p l ,rnni ng, .rnd fl igh l 
pl ,rn f i ling ~ervices in 01w 
u~<-'r - fri1-'11dl y sysl f.:' 111 . 
For More Informa t i on: 
PAN AM S Y S T E M S 
888-726-2649 
612- 7 27-1 084 
pan am @pa n a m sys.com 
" \\ '"' ' ... .. 1.r 
NEXRAD Radar Mosaic • Winds (eig ht le ve ls) • Infrared Satellite 
Surface Anal ysis (highs, lows, a nd front s) • Weather Depiction 
. -, . .. ,., .•. ::;1 \ . 
.. , ..... 
.. .... 1. 
· .' 1 \ \r \\! \; • 1· ·, \ \ \\ \ 
HELICOPTER SERVICES 
•Flight instruction 
•Sales 
•Service 
"We train in sta te-of-the art Schweizer 
300C helicopters Let's go flying' " 
- Neal Tomlinson 
TOMLINSON AVIATION, INC. 
Ormond Beach Municipal Airport 
(904) 676-0312 
If at first you don't succeed 
in getting the licenses or 
ratings we train you for, 
try, try again ... on us! 
With t111s revolutionary new program. 
we 'll continue to train you at no extra 
cost until you pass the required tests. 
(Adr!qu.uc pfl} s1c.1l .md t.111g11.1gt! .1b1"11es 1;;>q1111cd l 
• Ab·initio Training Program Earn your private license " 
• commercial license • 111strument & mult1-eng111e ralmg . 
• Advanced Ab-lnitio Training Program Includes 200•1irs (70 hrs • mul1l·eng111e). 60 
hrs 111 our Boemg 727 !111/-//mtl/ s111111la tor We'll tra111 you until you earn. • private license 
• commercial license • 111stru111ent rating • 111ul11-eng1ne ra1111g • cer11hed flight inslructor rat111g 
(guaranleed 1nterv1el'1 fo1 1ns1ructor pos111on) • and your flight enrnneers license' 
• Flight Engineer/Bridge Program If you1 sights are sel on getlmg a 1ob with a ma1or an line. this 
program is a must' Includes 60 hours ill our Boeing 727 full-flight simulator-20 hours each Ill Ille 
capta1n·s. first officer's and fl1gl1t engineer's seats. learrnng to 1·1ork as a cre1·1 We' ll train you until 
you earn • your fligl11 engineer's license ln1ens1ve tra1111ng designed for pilots 1·1110 want to bridge 
the gap betr1een p1ston-a,,cralt and 1urbo-1et alflme tra1n111g environments This will help you pass 
your 1nteMC1·1 and s1111ulator screernng to gel the 1ob' 
• Multi-Engine Time-Building Program Includes • 100 hours 111 a Piper 
mult1-eng1ne a1rcratt • 5 hours 111 a mu1t1-eng1ne flight 11a1111ng device 
, • ground school Here's a fast 1·1ay to build flying tune to qualify for an 
airline 1ob Plus. 1·11 l11 typical rnult1-eng111e tra1n111g costs. this program 1·1111 
save yo11 mane)~ 
Call Your Training Partner Today: 
l.L.....t!:...-.JllMli'IE~ 1 ·800·348·5209 01 561 ·567-2200 Al~AFETY 
JI NTERNAT I ONA LI 
Membe r Reg1ona1 A ir li ne As soc1a t ron and European Region A trlrne Assoc1a11on 
Vero Beach Flori da • Fa" 561·567-3390 • VA Ap proved • F1nanc1ng Available 
Paradise Aviation, Inc. 
Marathon, FL 
305-7 43-4222 
Congratulations & Happy Landings 
Air BP 
Request Services on ARI NC 131.45 
Paradise Aviation, Inc. • 9850 OversPas Hwy• Marathon, FL 33050 
DAVlD f. VEDDER 
lJ\lMlGKATlON LA WYER 
WELLS, REVlS , VEDDER & ELTON, P .A. 
648 SOUl'H RlOOEWOOD AV6NUG 
DAYTONA BllACH. l'LOIUOA 32114 
TEl...El'llONB (904) l5J.J676 
PACSIM ILE (V04 ) 2..55-6:/AO 
Award 
Winning 
Leader in 
the design, 
~-/';/. engineering, 
.,. and manufacture 
of edge welded 
bellows assemblies 
for aerospace and 
semiconductor 
markets. 
n EGc..G® ~~BELFAB 
305 Fentress Blvd . • Daytona Beach , FL 32114 
904.253 .0628 www.belfab.com 
j j1 iJJJ lJ 
-S JJ iJ UJ lJJJJ~J 
• Wa1e1 Reducible 
Pol1•uretna11e 
Topcoats & P11mers · 
Gloss & 
: a:noullage ro 10 r~ 
• .,::,os FREE 
' ,,~a1 co.is A11 Pollut.l' :-. 
• t p;. LOmp11ant 
• High Perlorrnallce · 1mnr01•eo 
Che1011cal Resistance 
• Skvdr ol Resistant 
• Pr opo~ed 10· Mrlltary S11ec-1frcat1on Use 
• LO\'/CJ Insurance Rates Non-Flamm:iblt 
• Improved Weat11e1t11~ :ind Clea11.i tJrl1!v 
• Resists Sta1n111g 
Your Coating Source 
Deft. Inc .. Irvine. Cali fornia 
(800) 5-14 -DEFl Fax (949) 474 7269 
11ttp. " w'"' dd1f1111shes com 
SCHOLASTIC 
ADVERTISING, INC. 
Advertising Specialists and Consultants 
providing professional sales 
and service support for 
University and College Yearbooks. 
800-964-077 6 
& ASSOCIATES, INC. 
115 E. International Speedway Blvd . 
Daytona Beach, Florida 32118 
(904) 253-1511 (904) 252-0673 FAX 
EB 0002396 AA 00027 12 
co Vvg rettlALette.s 
tV!e 
CLet.s.s of~~\ 
s • Planners• Interior Designers • Technologists 
The Ninety-N ines, Inc. 
International Organization of Women Pilots 
Box 965 o Will Rugcrs /\ trporl 
Oklahoma C ity.< >K 73 1 59 lJSA 
405-685- 7%9 lW0-994- 1929 
I- ax . 405-685 -7lJX5 
lnternt:L Home Pagc 1!!.!.n· W\~W,_l!!!.\~!.Y - ll!l\;!~ . o rg. 
u L 
N 
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R 
N 
s 
REFLECTONE, INC., a world leader 1n training through simula11on. 1s 
experiencing phenomenal growth and record·sett1ng linanc1al gains We 
need you' We are ded1ca1ed and committed 10 our conJinued growth and 
back lh1s with research and development programs to advance our 
Jechnology Our current openings 
Flight Dynamics Engineers 
Flight Controls Engineers 
Aircraft Systems Engineers 
Propu lsion System Engin eers 
Avionics Systems Engineers 
Computer Systems Engineer s 
Visual Image/Graphics Display/ Optics Engineers 
Instructor Operato r Station Engineers 
Project Engineers 
Join an industry leader committed to e)(cel!ence Aellectone rewards 
bri lliance with an exceptional salary and benet11s 1nclud1ng 40 1(k) plan. 
profu sharing. health insurance legal p lan. tu111on assistance. relocat ion 
assistance and growth opportun11tes w11h a dedicated team that works 
and plays hard 
Please tax/ma1l or e·ma1l your resume TODAY 1nclud1ng Job Code to 
!1f REFLECTONE 
Human Resources Department 
Job Code HR KW 
Post Offi ce B ox 150 00 
Tampa, F lorida 33684-5000 
Fax: (813) 887-1522 
·, Compusc rvc 99 ·, 1-l() 104706.406 E-mail : employment@re flectone.com 
Job L ine : (813) 887-1421 
, 1• ·.\ i 1· •• \ ,tn t 1111 1\ 1. ·.1n1 •O , 
i'Jltt\ lill'l· ".I l\\ •'10.t'.•. \ '. I 
11 ti \ ll.,l!ll' pp111l 11 ·.1111 •,I 111 ,\ ".\I '. 
.! "' I• ' 1 1 ! 111•· • 11 . •. 
11 1 11, ·,. 1•1 
,', 'I' 
r' 
EOE MtF•r)/ v l!FW 
Apphcanl~. aro •,ub1oc1 l o back9uu1•1cl 111vos11 9011rn1 • .md dr119 rnst1n9 
V1•,1t uu1 wob ~11 0 a1 hllp llrolloc1ono com 
A British Aerospace Company 
Step C o u l d B e Re a l ity 
Continue Your 
Education with 
Flight Training 
Magazine 
\ ( '(' ( ,,,. l) ~Jn.~\) ) 
ii he heavens by day c<!!}//'(/1 11/Jf'frl" 1 ~ ·<'" 
or night inspire everyone. specializes in printing I 1ne 
A beautiful sunny day quality multicolor pr111t1ng. .. 
encourages outdoor Whether the sky 111 a 
activities, a day at photograph or illustration 
the beach, or a walk in is a dreamy blue or a 
the park. The allure of stormy violet, we are 
a clear night sky inspirits inspired to achieve perfect 
romance and adventure. color in printing. 
Any sky emboldens 
+-the students of Embry 
Riddle Un iversity. Central CENTRAL FLORIDA PRESS 
Florida Press congratulates 4560 L.B. Mcleod Road 
the graduates of this Orlando, Florida 32811 407-843-581 1 
exceptional university. 800-683-0693 
Mark Antbon~ PaOovano 
Vou soar i11to the heave11s as far as !f Ott ca11 go, 
be11011d the clouds, where hope abides. 
A child of the su11 a11d stars. 
Vou brought light i11to our life. 
A11d, toda!f we give tha111<s for 11ou. 
Ryan Matthew Roth -The promise OT our ruture. 
We celebrate your 
graduation with great 
pride knowing that this is 
just the beginning. >0u 
have always been taught 
to reach ror the stars and 
you are doingjust that. 
love, Mom, Dad, Bill, Frank, 
Angela, Andrew, Abigail, 
and your grandparents. 
CONGRATULATIONS 
TO 
paLt<_f ck La-J=-J=ed' 
AND ALL THE 
LOVE, 
GRADUATING CLASS 
OF 97. 
BEST OF LUCK IN THE 
COMING YEARS. 
DAV, MOM, AND 
STEPHEN 
GoNGRA.TULATIONs JAIME 
I TS BEEN A LONG & TOUGH 
JOURNEY BUT YOU HAVE 
SUCCEEDED. 
LOVE. MOM DAD AND FAMI LY 
JUSTIN 
It was a long hard 
road to travel, but 
HOU managed it 
superblH. 
'Dad, JeffreH, \ 
Grandma and \ 
Grandpa Williams 
WILLIAMS 
~i(nua L Allrn 
YouR \1\~~Gs (EDUCATION) HA\~ 
BROUGHT YOU THROUGH MANY GHPSGES. 
Now YOU EMBARK o~ YET A\OTHER 
WONDERFUL FLIGHT OF LIFE I 
WE'RE PROCD so~ 0 VERY PROCD! 
Lo\.~ YOC a DAD A\D >10~1 
would like to congratulate 
the Brothers that hdve 
graduated this past year. 
JRicavdo ~alav:za 
'Rex Heivilin 
Lisa Ke1111on 
"Oivice Klein 
Joe Walsh~i 
JR.ob Wavd 
Congratulations and good luck 
to you in the future, and remember; 
Be a Leader, Be a Friend, and Be of Service 
The 1997-198 year was a successful year for entertainment at Embry-Riddle. From 
the sold out concert such as Third Eye Blind and the special performance by 
Magical Illusionists: The Spencers to the Attitude Adjustments with the likes of Elvira 
Kurt, Jenny McNulty, and Todd Parker; these shows went off like clockwork and were 
helpful in relieving the stress of college life for many students. behind the scenes of 
all of these events stood a team called Touch-N-Go Productions. The invisible 
bond that exists within th is team proved 
itself time and again. Everyone pulled 
together in times of need and made 
this year a successful and rewarding 
one for Touch-N-Go. Many thanks go 
out to all the Sororities, Fraternities, Clubs 
& studentsthathave helped T-N -G. 
For those members of Touch-N-Go who 
worked quite literally hundreds of extra 
hours and gave up sleep to make 
these events such a s u c c e s s , we 
praise you! You are the true heart of 
T-N-G. For those future members who have not yet joined, we look forward to 
welcoming you to the organization . Touch-N-Go is the name, and Entertainment is 
the game! 
Subscribe Today! 
To Embry-Riddle's Campus 
Newspaper 
The Avion Newspaper is Embry-Riddle 
Aeronautical University's award winning 
student operated newspaper produced for 
students by students. 
:~:-: :::·.: ::·.::·< 
:;(:/; t;\~ :'.' 
To receive Embry-Riddle's student publication simply 
fdl out the order form below and mail to: 
The Avion 
600 South Clyde Morris Blvd. 
Daytona Beach, Fl 32114 
or drop it off by our office located in the University 
Center upstairs and across from the Student 
Government Association in room 280. . ·······························································································~ 
Name: The Avion is published every Mon~aI dJUing_~_he Fall and Spring 
Address: semesters. , ,. ···· · ' ':...:, ·. · , 
··~·,;.~ .:.: :\. •. , ... ' ••· ,., : .. )I : ': _,,,,,, ... , 
-St-a-te-: ------z.-· p-: -. ---. __.._~-'. "--: .:: to:ost: $40.00 for 30 issn~ / I.far · l)t rates only 
Telephone#: · , · .. · :·tJ- ·,: · ~~ J. f 
. . :.' . ' lt. • ~· ..... ,., .. lo 1 
Additional Information (optional): · -,. '! .. ~~i:).~- ~ ,..< {: i'f· ~· '. t= "· \ J>. 
are you: Alumni · •· ... ..,. 1; ' •• fi:~f ~J.: '. ,~,. ; . . Jj 
- Family member of a student·., ..... ~~' · >r '1>..~f .' \' · ·-, ) · -"',..,;,,:;, ~:....--· -·-· -------
- Business ' ....... · '. ·. · ;\ / . ·: ~ '.l!i~ .:· · · ~ .· · office use only 
- ,,. ·«(' .f.' ~ <, t·=j .·· -~ . ~· .\.:· \ ~.· .. \ . 
_other_,,,. .. .-- .. ~ 't \ · . .. ~~1f···z.• ""··--..· ;._"''. . ::~!' · · · -~": · \ · Receipt#:------
.,,,, l ·~ ~ ~ "'<, • :' • ': . ;.. ... ~~ "J /,, < Amount Enclosed~ t . ~"'-' ,\ · ... i · ~ -i·i~t~-1 ;.~· .. · 1 Amount Paid:-----
Make all checks payab~ t~The A~i~n tiew~aper \,J,. .··· .. ~[.>;; ·~ .. t-t .••~(·''( . , ~1:•~:Dale:c_h_ec-k#_: ___ _ 
: ·l • i;. ·· ~> ' . ·.· t\ \ '~ l End Date:------~: ~; , ~}_. $/:"fJ ~1:1;=!:.~~~(init.): ___ _ ~i 
Thanks for a 
good year! 
To all the students 
and members of 
WERU 
WERU 97 .3 FM Campus Radio Office Phone: 226-7056 Studio Phone: 226-6272 
E-Mail: RadioW@cts.db.erau.edu http://www.db.erau.edu/campus/student/weru/ 
-NtWS SPORT'S I MUSIC I y·y IMOVl[S J'REffDS · . 
~j 
rhe hottest news, 
e 11 t e rt ai 111n e 11 t, 
fashion and sports line 
just for students. 
On July 1 the people of Hong Kong 
celebrated the end of 156 years of 
British colonial government. 
In an epic journey, 
Pope John Paul II 
meets with 
Cuban leader 
Fidel Castro as 
"a pilgrim of love, 
of truth and 
of hope." 
El Niiio 
lKIWI F • "npt•mp ••u r •,'f'UO . ......_._,.,, 
e••1.oo .. , ..... ,~1-:....w .. 11~,,,_,,,~,,,. ..... 
• 
5JEI 
TIME picks Andrew Grove, chairman of Intel 
Corporation, as the magazine's 
Man of the Year. Intel is the world's leading 
producer of microprocessors, the " brains" 
of personal computers. 
El Nino-
The Little Boy in 
Spanish - is an 
unusually warm body of 
water in the Pacific 
Ocean that has been 
credited with causing 
torrential rains, ice 
storms and other 
weather-related 
d isasters across the 
United States . 
Ne?1s Report '97 
.rm'""~ New $50 blll Introduced that Is designed to be 
counterfeit-proof. 
..... .....,....,... Unmanned cargo ship rams MIR space station 
In worst space collision ever. 
After 117 years, Woolworth's closes the lest of 
the company 's live-and-dime stores. 
USS Constitution, which defended the United 
States during the War of 1812, sets sail on Its 
own for the first time In 116 years. 
British Prime Minister Tony Blair shakes hands 
with Sinn Fein President Gerry Adams In the 
first meeting In 76 years between the leaders 
of Britain and the Irish Republican Army's 
poilt fcal arm. 
Beth Ann Hogan becomes first coed In the 
158-year history of the Virginia Military Institute. 
Scotland creates its own parflament after 
almost three centuries of union with England. 
Hundreds of thousands of women join In the 
Miiiion Woman March In Philadelphia. 
Stock market bounces back with s ingle 
biggest one-day surge and record volume of 
1.8 bililon shares traded. 
Bobbi McGaughey gives birth to septuplets, 
only the second set known to be born altve. 
A 14-year-old boy opens fi re at a high school in 
West Paducah, Ky., killing three students and 
Injuring five others. 
•·~,,,..., • ..., Representatives from more than 150 countries 
gather In Kyoto, Japan, el a global warming 
conference lo control greenhouse gases. 
More than 600 Japanese chlldron are 
hospltallzed when affected by the flashing 
lights of a popular cartoon show. 
i.:.;..o:atUil Terry Nichols convicted of conspiracy In 
Oklahoma City bombing. 
British au pair 
Louise Woodward 
was found guilty of 
murder, 
but a judge 
adjusted her 
sentence to time 
already served and 
released her. 
The world mourned ~s within a week 
Britain's Princess Diana was killed 
in an auto accident in Paris and 
Motfler Teresa died 
___ IN_X_SJ slng! r 
Mlcha~I 
Widow of M 
Dr. Betty 
Sports News 
The WNBA takes 
to the court, and 
the air waves. 
i ~ The Florida Marlins capture 
"' § the World Series and pitcher 
Livan Hernandez wins MVP. 
Tara Lipinski 
wins the 
Olympic gold medal 
in figure-sl<atlng. 
Tiger Woods 
Tiger Woods 
dominates the 
Augusta 
National golf 
course to win 
the Masters. 
John Elway and the 
Denver Broncos 
triumph over the 
Green Bay Packers in 
Superbowl XXXll. 
Fleetwood &ac 
THE DANCE 
Fleetwood Mac 
strikes a pose between 
best-selling CDs 
covering 20 years of 
the megaband's 
history. 
the road for another tour. 
Spice Girls' Spice World 
movie keeps them hot! 
Hanson's web site is 
one of the most visited 
on the Web at 
http://www.hansonline.com. 
Puff Daddy's 
winning year includes concerts, 
a hit CD, and Artist of the Year 
from Rolling Stone. 
name 
and sound 
makes 
Old words with new meanings 
on the World Wide Web 
• 
an attempt to bypass~ compUter'a .-ir{ty 
a tnmsacUon toksn sent by a:wliballa to a 
browser 
a sudden failure of the com1J11f81'< 
an onlloe ~Intended fD.~ltothelB 
the special compular language dilvaloPld 
by sun Mlcn>Systema for web bruwllenJ 
a program that captures data across a 
network 
flooding a user or alt& with a huQ8voluma 
of Irrelevant email 
cruising the lntametfOr cool stuff 
a program that repioduces Hlielf 8CIU88 a 
network 
The newest 
design from 
Volkswagen 
harks back to 
its oldest 
design -
the popular 
Beetle of the 
s-.< .. ~::'i:~~.:!t 1960s and 
VW Beetle 
Fashions 
sport bright 
colors and 
often a 
retro look, 
suggesting 
styles from 
the 1970s. 
Retro 70s 
1970s. 
Are you taking 
care of your 
digital pet? 
technology that puts 
full-length movies on CD-ROM. 
The burger wars 
heat up again as 
Burger King 
launches Big King 
and a new recipe 
for trench fries. 
Burger King Fries 
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